
 
 

VIIAD WELCOMES MEDMETRICS 
Partners with Workers’ Compensation Analytics Leader 

 
 

Langhorne, PA - April 13, 2015- VIIAD Systems, LLC a provider of web-based solutions for the 
healthcare and workers' compensation marketplace, announced continued strong momentum 
with the addition of a new partnership with, MedMetrics®, LLC, a Workers’ Compensation 
Medical Analytics company. 

Continuing with both companies’ visions of providing innovative products and solutions to the 
workers compensation industry, VIIAD and MedMetrics have teamed up to make analytic 
medical provider performance data actionable.  

"With the combination of VIIAD’s provider directory and worksite poster tool and MedMetrics 
Medical Provider Performance Analysis product, the workers compensation marketplace can 
search and utilize scored providers in the production of panel cards, worksite posters, and on 
line provider directory searches, said April Stiles, VIIAD COO.    

The partnership between the two companies will provide employers and payers with quality 
medical provider scoring to insure their injured workers better medical care and improved 
outcomes, and employers with reduced costs, said Karen Wolfe, MedMetrics, President.   

"VIIAD is continually honing and expanding our solutions to meet our industries' requirements 
and provide our clients with a competitive edge," stated John Zubak, VIIAD CEO" 

 
About MedMetrics 
 
MedMetrics® is a Workers’ Compensation medical analytics and technical services company 
that links analytics to operations through online apps. The underlying philosophy of 
MedMetrics® is that existing data can be knowledgeably integrated and analyzed using new and 
advanced approaches to expand Workers’ Compensation medical management intelligence. 
Our goals are to identify best medical practices, monitor the treatment process, uncover 
medical cost drivers, and deliver alerts to expedite early and effective medical management 
intervention.   For more information visit us at ww.medmetrics.org 
 
VIIAD Systems, LLC 

Founded in 2006, VIIAD Systems is a healthcare technology company that is reinventing how 
healthcare information flows. Our patent pending enterprise healthcare information 
management cloud dynamically streamlines complex networks to deliver real-time provider 
data updates. By facilitating access to data for payers, employers, injured workers and managed 
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care companies, and through our customized solutions, VIIAD reduces medical claims costs and 
increases efficiency.  VIIAD has been a trusted partner of leading insurers, third-party 
administrators, self-insured groups, healthcare systems, provider networks, and managed care 
organizations with over 10 million satisfied users. 

For more information visit us at www.viiad.com 
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